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Light Language 2020
What is light language? RE-Evolution
Light language is a form of multidimensional communication that speaks to your DNA in the
highest encoded frequencies of light. Full of sacred geometry, data packets, key codes that
carry divine knowledge, divine truth, and pure soul resonance. This is the RE-Evolution as we
are waking up to our true potential as primordial beings. Light language is the perfect divine tool
for your ascension path. We have been disconnected from our most sacred form of
communication. As it was said first there was the “word”, the God consciousness was referring
to sound, sound makes vibration, vibration makes light, light is the sacred container to deliver
some of the most complex formulations of the truth in the form of light codes, mathematical data
packages, symbols, tones, rhythmic vibrations, and sacred geometrical patterns. When we heal
trauma bonds, connected to our sacred communication within the DNA this allows the activation
in bridging the higher self to the higher heart. Light Language can also activate randomly by
hearing another speaker. When light language is activated within the DNA and in the high heart
it brings a pure stream of consciousness from the higher self, bypassing all ego and bridging
this divine light channel. Light language helps us communicate in a pure empathic manner. This
language is a form of communication that is sacred and can be spoken, written, expressed
through movement, and signed with hands. It is time for us to awaken to our true soul voice and
expressions of the soul. These different forms have a unique expression of empathic
communication.
What is the difference between light language and our everyday language?
We have been trained, conditioned, and programmed to listen in an analytical manner, then
respond or react. This process uses a certain part of the brain which takes away our natural
empathic communication separated from our key empathic light sensitivities. This brings a lot of
focus on understanding words which prevents us from using our feelings and senses first. Then
we re-create these words within our mind and start to create our own understandings by
matching them to memories or experiences as opposed to allowing a natural Divine Unfoldment.
This is a very slow process of communication.
Light language does not need to be understood. It is understood by the soul, the higher self and
DNA, and with highest intention and clarity. In a truly remarkable and unique empathic nature
that energetically resonates through your entire being. This removes the feeling of separation as
you are meant to feel this language. It will resonate deeply within your heart. You will feel it in
your bones, you’ll feel it in your cells, and light bodies. The emotional body can feel the most
overwhelming compassion when we feel this expression of light. Visions of symbols, the past,
the present, and the future, this is literally a bridge to Divinity. This is connecting you to your
angelic and galactic heritage.

How to open, receive, and integrate light language?
We open our hearts and sit in our heart resonance, let go of all future expectations, let go of all
past attachments, and allow ourselves to be fully present in this moment. The more you open to
this present moment, you allow yourself to feel the magic and miracles without expectation, or
attachment. This allows us to open and feel the most sacred form of communication to come
through in such a natural organic divine unfoldment. This occurs through your higher selfchannels which are bridged into your heart, high heart and throughout your entire energetic and
cellular systems. All in a perfect divine harmonic resonance for you. The more you can just sit
in this moment the more miracles you will receive
How to connect deeply with our light language?
Always set the highest intention when using this sacred language in a healing environment or
sacred space. Connect to your highest source frequency communication free from all distortion
and in the highest service of unconditional love and light. Center in your heart and when you are
ready starts speaking.
What to expect when your light language starts.
First of all, it was such an interesting experience for me when I started to speak light language.
There is no exact method for the process to begin as we are all unique. The most important
aspect is to always clear ego, and practice speaking from your heart. Find a comfortable place
to speak as this is a new feeling and you want to make yourself as comfortable as possible.
This brings in such a different level of understanding and comprehension. I want you to feel this
language as building a bridge. This is the bridge to your clarity and your purity in your heart.
When I started to speak light language this was a three-month process for me. It started out with
an upset tummy, really bad acid reflux. This made me feel nauseous and as it was the bridging
of my heart and my high heart. If you are Divinely called to speak light language and you
repress this you may feel these symptoms during the opening and activating of this language. I
realized that I had been so repressed from speaking my truth, that this made it harder for my
light language to come out. We have a natural tendency two want to filter communication which
is never the case with light language. The more I tried to repress the more this feeling built up in
my heart and higher heart to the point where I just couldn’t even hold it in anymore.
Then finally sat in a divine meditative space and I opened my mouth. I could feel this energetic
feeling being pulled from my high heart coming out. At first my light language sounded like a
foreign language. It was very odd. This is quite normal as we are learning to open up and trust
ourselves. Trusting the communication as it will begin to break down all of these barriers and
limitations as we open to Divine Trust and Integrity.
Even though my light language didn’t come out clear, not even that nice sounding at first it felt
great to relieve the pressure built up in my heart when I would speak. My favorite time for
speaking light language was while I would be driving in the car as this was always a great time
as I was by myself and had lots of time to speak freely. It’s quite common at first to not feel
comfortable when we first speak light language. As we are breaking through our insecurities. Go
somewhere that you can sing, be silly and express your childlike innocence. This is the best
way to get your light language out.

How to Go a Little deeper.
This experience of opening my light language really taught me that there is a divine ebb and
flow to speaking. You can feel the language swinging back and forth as energy is rising through
the high heart and out your mouth which is essentially coming through your higher channels
bridging all of these aspects. Learn to sit within this stream and there is such a natural flow.
Finding this natural rhythm for your light language.
Light language Origin and History
Light language was spoken during Atlantis and Lumeria and many other civilizations as this was
the main communication along with telepathy. Light language was spoken freely among the
Anuhazi, Azurite and Founder Races until the fall of Atlantis. There was a major magnetic solar
blast through the earth grid which disrupted everyone’s DNA even further causing the
disconnection over languages and the remembrance of who we are. This was the last time
we’ve spoken our true open-heart/angelic/galactic languages. Light language used to be a
common tongue since the beginning of the time. This is something that made the human
experience so beautiful having this empathic sense of communication. There were many Earth
dialects and founder races ( Anuhazi being the first spoken light language here). These ancient
cultures understood the frequency and vibration of words. But over time we became more and
more disconnected from our DNA and therefore we lost our connection to the sacred languages.
Bit by bit they disappeared and new languages formed that were built on separation and ego.
This was the big shift from the heart and into the mind that contributed to the further falling of
the human experience. Although there were different aspects of this language that came out,
like speaking in tongues or other forms of tribal language that had more of a soul connection,
there was still something that was lacking from achieving full connection.

